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ABSTRACT

When energet ic molecular ions ( E i o n " 0 . 1 - 0 . 5 MeV/asiui) pass through

thin s o l i d targets a Coulomb explosion ensues due to the rapid (~10""*'s)

s tr ipping of the valence e l e c t r o n s . This process has been success fu l ly used

to derive stereochemical information on diatomic an • on se l ec ted tr iatomic

i o n s . In order to inves t i ga te more complex molecular ions as wel l as to

obtain more accurate and de ta i l ed structure information, a large area,

m u l t i p a r t i c l e , p o s i t i o n - and t ime-sens i t ive detector has been developed to

detec t a l l atomic fragments in co incidence . The requirement of mul t ipar t i c l e

detec t ion Independent of th' r e l a t i v e p a r t i c l e pos i t ions leads to a rather

complex data-readout and -reduction system containing ~650 a n a l o g - t o - d i g i t a l

conversions per event . The system r e l i e s heavi ly on techniques developed for

high energy physics experiments during recent years . The s ing le event

reso lu t ion of the apparatus with respect to bond-lengths and -angles has been

studied by Monte Carlo simulations and i s t yp i ca l l y a few percent .
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1. INTRODUCTION

As fast molecular ions (0.1-0.5 MeV/amu) pass through a thin foil, their

valence electrons are stripped away. Thus, a molecular dissociation process

(Coulomb explosion) is initiated. This process has been successfully used by

several groups to investigate molecular structure [I, 2]. Since the stripping

of outer-shell electrons takes place within a short time (10"^'s) compared to

vibrational and rotational motions it allows one to make a "snap-shot" of the

positions of the nuclei in the molecular ion. Different approaches have been

used to perform those investigations: A complete, high resolution measurement

of some of the dissociation fragments gave valuable information for diatomic

and, in special cases, triatomic molecular ions [i] but failed to determine

correlated variations in bond-lengths and -angles. On the other hand, two-

dimensional imaging detectors allow the simultaneous measurement, of the

transverse velocity components of all fragments [2]. This provides direct

information about certain aspects of the stereometry of the molecular ion

(e.g. linear or triangular shapes) but fails in general to give an accurate

determination of the structure.

Due to recent developments in detector technology, both techniques can be

combined now with reasonable effort permitting the accurate determination of

both the longitudinal and transverse momenta of all fragments thereby yielding

complete information on the molecular ion structure, even for a single ion

with "frozen" nuclear degrees of motion.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the experimental set up which has

been developed at Argonne for three dimensional imaging of molecular ions. A

well collimated molecular-ion beam (typically a few 100 keV/amu) passes
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through a thin (-100A) carbon foil and undergoes a Coulomb explosion on a time

scale of ~10"14s (Fig. 2a). After a flight path d of ~6.5 m, the fragment

atomic ions reach the MUltlPartlcle Position And Time Sensitive (MUPPATS-)

detector where their positions Xj, y^ perpendicular to the beam axis and the

times of arrival tt are measured (Fig. 1). Since the velocities ut of the

fragments in the center-of-mass frame of the molecule are small (~1%) compared

to the beam velocity v, the ions diverge on "explosion cones" with

opening angles 8 of the order of 10 mrad. The reconstruction of the CM-

velocities from the measured times and positions is therefore given rather

simply:

-t/r

or u*. /_ - (Ef-E*)/2E*i u*/ - 9 respectively, (2)

in which tcm denotes the time-of-flight of the CM-system and E Q 1 the kinetic

energies m»v /2 of the fragments without Coulomb explosion. An example of the

proton distribution after the Coulomb explosion of HeH"*" is shown in Fig. 2b.

These data were taken using the high resolution electrostatic analyzer also

shown in Fig. 1, detecting the proton only [1]. In order to obtain structural

information for molecular ions the CM-velocities u^ must be transformed into

relative velocities uj. between the fragments. The UJJ are independent of the

orientation of the molecule with respect to the beam axis. These quantities

do not require knowledge of the absolute tlme-of-flight values of the

fragments. The conversion of the uj. Into bond-lengths and -angles has been

successfully carried out for a variety of molecular ions having a rather

simple structure [1]. Although no analytical proof is known that the relative
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velocities are uniquely correlated to the internuclear distances rj» of the

molecular ion, numerical calculations (performed for a few triatomic systems)

gave a unique transformation from the Ujt to the rji [3].

For molecules containing heavier atoms (e.g. C, N, 0) the transformation

from the measured relative velocities after the Coulomb explosion to the

initial internuclear separations of the molecular Ion depends strongly on the

charge state 0,£ of the emerging ions. In order to obtain the charge state,

the fragments can be deflected by a trausverse electrostatic field directly

behind the target (Fig. l). The MUPPATS detector is large enough to detect

the whole charge state distribution simultaneously. The incident beam can be

predeflected in order to assure that all fragments are detected for a variety

of experiments with a fixed detector position (Fig. 1). Whereas most parts of

the apparatus shown in fig. 1 have been intensively used for several years,

the MUPPATS-detector as well as the hardware electronics were completed only

recently. In the following, the basic features of this new system are

described.

3. THE MULTIPARTICLE POSIT ION-AND TIME-SENS IT W E (MUPPATS) DETECTOR

The heart of the system is a multiparticle, large area, gas detector. It

allows the simultaneous measurement of the x, y positions and arrival times of

up to ~10 ions simultaneously. In order to use the detector to derive

stereochemical structures of molecular ions via the Coulomb explosion

technique, the following properties are required:

Simultaneous determination of the ion positions and times independent

of where the ions actually strike the detector.

The active area of the detector must be larger than the diameter of

the "explosion cones" (up to 30 cm for low-velocity protons).
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A large dynamical range, I.e., the simultaneous detection of ions

with different energy losses such as isotachic protons and Ne.

Position resolution of better than 1 mm.

Time resolution of better than 1 ns.

Nearly 100% detection efficiency and essentially no background in

order to allow the search for rare structures of e.g. highly excited

molecular ions.

High count rate capability of up to 10 events per second.

Long lifetime of the detector.

Low overall cost.

These requirements can be matched by a new generation of low pressure multi-

wire-avalanche detectors which were recently developed by A. Breskin [4, 5 ] .

Our detector consists of 5 wire planes where an anode at positive potential

(~ + 350 V) is sandwiched between two cathodes (each 5 mm apart) at negative

potential (~ -350 V) (Fig. 3). Tti addition, two pick-up cathodes at ground

potential are arranged close to the anode (2 mm). The wire spacing amounts to

1 mm for the anode and 0.4 mm for the two cathodes. The pick-up cathodes

consist of pairs of wires 0.4 mm apart, separated by 0.6 mm. All ~3000 wires

are gold-plated rhenium-doped tungsten, 20u in diameter. The active area of

the wire planes forms a symmetric hexagon with a diagonal length of 34 cm.

The wire-frames and a frame containing the window foil (stretched

polypropylene of ~60 pg/cm2 thickness) are sandwiched between an aluminum

front- and back-plate. Thus, neither housing nor vacuum feed-throughs for the

870 signal lines are necessary. Isobutane at ~3 Torr pressure is supplied to

the d«tector.

When an ion passes through the active volume, electron avalanches
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(starting nearly simultaneously at both cathodes) develop towards the anode.

The low pressure, together with the large electron drift velocity in isobutane

results in short signal rise times (~4-5 ns) allowing a time resolution of

some 100 ps. A position resolution of 1/10 of the wire spacing can be

achieved by interpolating between neighboring wires according to the pulse

height [4, 5 ] . The electron cloud around the anode also induces a signal on

the pick-up cathodes which were introduced mainly to limit the radial spread

of the field lines caused by the avalanche. Furthermore the effects of space

charge due to the slowly moving gas ions are reduced by these cathodes and a

field stabilization inside the detector is obtained allowing larger gains and

a larger dynamical range of signals.

4. DATA READOUT AND REDUCTION

Whereas low pressure multiwire detectors as described above have been

used to detect single ions, the main feature of the MUPPATS-detector is its

capability to detect several particles within the same event, independent of

their relative positions. This requires a different and more complex data

readout- and -reduction technique compared to the single particle version.

One major problem is that two sets of orthogonal wires are not sufficient to

determine the position of more than one particle. A set of N x- and y-

coordinates can be combined in N* different ways resulting in a

(N-l)(N)-fold ambiguity. This ambiguity is solved by taking the position

information from three planes rotated by 120° with respect to each other (cf

The interpretation of the role of the pick up cathodes given by the authors
differs from that originally given by others [4, 5] who prefer to interpret
this kind of detector as a two-stage detector. Because such detectors work
best if the fields at both sides of the pick-up cathode are the same, we do
not share this interpretation.
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sectlon 5, Fig. 4). Although this arrangement does not rigorously solve the

general ambiguity problem, the additional information about the pulse height

and arrival time of the ions allow the unique assignment of the position

information from the three planes to the individual particles.

The main problem of the multiparticle aspect of the detector was the

design of the electronic set-up for data-readout, -reduction and trigger

decisions. The electronics is based on the latest generation of data readout

modules developed for future experiments In high-energy physics

[6, 7], Compared to the use of conventional electronic modules (e.g. constant

fraction discriminators, time-to-digital converters, etc.) which are

commercially available in the form of NIM- and CAMAC-modules, the concept

finally chosen has reduced the total cost for the electronics by nearly a

factor of 10. Furthermore, due to the high degree of integration, the

complete electronics (if not attached directly to the detector) fits into a

single crate.

The readout electronics is shown schematically in Fig. 3. Two different

schemes are used: signals from different wires of the pick-up cathodes are

pipelined along a delay-line with 5-ns delay between neighboring pairs of

wires. Therefore, within one event several pulses appear at both ends of the

delay line, thus requiring proper pulse-shaping at the connection of each wire

pair to the delay line (cf section 5). To reduce damping of the signal the

delay line of each pick-up cathode is segmented into four subunits which are

attached directly to the wire frames. Both ends of the delay line are

connected to preamplifiers. Due to the large range of pulse heights and the

problem of partially overlapping signals each pulse is analyzed by four

leading edge discriminators working at different thresholds. The position in

time of the leading and trailing edges of each train of logic signals is
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recorded In a so called "pipeline time-to-digital converter" (TDC). The

common stop signal is used for a simple trigger decision requiring that at

least one particle Is "seen" by each pick-up cathode (Fig. 3).

To maintain the good time resolution of the low pressure gas detectors a

different readout scheme was chosen for the anode wires (Fig. 3): Each wire

Is connected separately to a fast preamplifier (T r i a e ~3 ns> which is directly

attached to the wire frame. The analog signals are converted into logic

pulses by leading-edge discriminators. Both the width of each logic pulse and

its position in time are converted into a charge signal by a time-to-charge

converter and analyzed by a charge-sensitive analog-to-digital converter (Q-

ADC). The conversion of the time into a charge signal (based on [8]) is

necessary because no TDC's with a time resolution of ~100 ps and reasonable

cost per channel are available. The width of the logic pulse is a measure of

the height of the analog signal. It Is used to correct (by software) for the

pulse-height dependent walk of the leading-edge discriminators, thus avoiding

(rather expensive) constant-fraction discriminators.

Due to the ~650 analog-to-digital conversions per event, fast data-

readout and -reduction are required. Both processes take advantage of the

recently developed FASTBUS-standard which allows data transfer in about 1/10

of the time needed in case of the CAMAC-standard. Furthermore, FASTBUS-

modules contain already built-in "intelligence" allowing data reduction

parallel to the conversion process [7]. For example, the content of ADC-

channels belonging to wires without any signal above threshold (~90% of all

channels) are suppressed and not transferred to the computer. In addition, a

multiplicity trigger (not shown in Fig. 3) based on multiplicity outputs

contained in the ADC's and the TDC, allows a fast clear of all modules within

~500 ns if the event does not fulfill the required multiplicity condition.
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5. FIRST TEST RESULTS

In order to test the readout concept and to optimize the detector

parameters a small test detector (44 mm diameter) was developed. To limit the

complexity of the data-readout and -reduction during the test phase a readout

spacing of 2 instead of 1 mm was used at all electrodes.

Both the delay-line readout and the separate readout were successfully

tested using molecular and atomic beams of H2
+, Hetf*", 0 + and Ne+. A typical

event pattern obtained with a 1.5 MeV H,+ beam and separate wire readout is

shown in Fig. 4. It indicates the ambiguity problem and its solution using

three wire-planes which, in this case, were rotated with respect to each other

by 45°. Wires giving a signal above threshold are shown as lines for a single

event. Out of the four possible particle positions given by the crossings of

x- and y-wires the anode wires (45°) separate clearly the two where the

protons hit the detector. The time resolution obtained with separate wire

readout amounted to 600 ps for a 1 MeV H 2
+ beam. It was limited by external

noise. With improved shielding the noise could later be reduced by a factor

~4.

The main problem ot pipelining several pulses using a delay line lies in

proper pulse shaping. Signal over- or under-shoots with long time constants

degrade the position information contained in the following pulses. In

particular, the slow ionic component (~us) following the fast (some ns)

electron-induced signal must be suppressed. The signal at the end of a delay

line is shown in Fig. 5. The pulses due to two particles 18 mm apart are

clearly separated whereas at a distance of 12 mm the pulses start to

overlap. An average minimum distance of 10 mm was obtained where two

particles still could be separated. The position resolution was measured by

analyzing directly a well collimated (~0 .5 mm diameter) low intensity (~103/s)
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proton beam. The measured resolution of 0.5 mm FWHM was basically given by

the size of the beam spot.

6. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

In order to optimize the use of information delivered by the MUPPATS-

detec tor, Monte Carlo simulations for some tri-atomic molecular ions were

performed. In particular w£ investigated

the identification of ions according to their mass,

consequences of multiple scattering, and

the single event resolution with respect to the coincident

determination of relative fragment velocities.

Besides the time and position information for all three particles, momentum

conservation perpendicular to the beam axis was included in the analysis.

Because the transverse velocity u. is small compared to the beam velocity

momentum conservation can be expressed as follows:

+ K I 0± - 0 ; E m£ y£ - 0 , (3)

where K contains the characteristic properties of the postdeflector,

deflecting in the x-dlrection. Not taken Into account was momentum

conservation parallel to the beam axis which requires knowledge of the

absolute flight times. A result similar to the one discussed below can be

obtained for four-atom molecular ions if this information is taken into

account. The accelerator provides for this purpose a pulsed beam with

nanosecond pulse width.

Using Eq. 3 and the known total mass E m, - M̂  (4) of the molecule the
1 tot

masses of the atomic fragments can be calculated. For a target thickness of
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~100A and molecular beams of 0.2 MeV/amu the mass resolution is determined by

multiple scattering in the target. The resolution obtained using measured

multiple scattering distributions as input in the Monte Carlo simulations is

better than one mass unit in the mass range of 1 to ~20 amu (e.g. 0.45 amu for

protons and 0.7 amu for oxygen in case of 3.5-MeV H 20
+ on a 2-ug/cm2 carbon

foil). Although the three equations (Eqs. 3 and 4) contain four unknowns the

total charge can be derived in general by choosing it such that the calculated

masses fit best to those contained in the molecule. If the transverse field

is strong enough to separate the "explosion cones" belonging to neighboring

charge states, the charges can be obtained independently of Eq. 3.

The fact that multiple scattering violates momentum conservation for the

molecular fragments (Eq. 3) can be used to improve the resolution of the

system. Events with a large multiple-scattering contribution ran be discarded

by requiring small deviations of the calculated masses (Eq. 3) from the known

fragment masses. This is especially important because multiple scattering

affects the Coulomb explosion process itself, leading to systematic errors in

determining the molecular structure. An example is shown for oxygen ions

"detected" after the Coulomb explosion of a 3.5-MeV f̂ O"** beam incident on a C-

foil with 100A thickness (Fig. 6). Figure 6a shows the original multiple

scattering distribution used as an input for the Monte Carlo simulation

whereas Fig. 6b gives the reconstructed distribution after requiring momentum

conservation according to Eq. 3.

The resolution which can be obtained for the relative CM-velocities Uj,

of the Coulomb-exploded molecular ion i3 shown in Fig. 7 for the case of a

3.5-MeV CH 2
+ "beam" incident on a 100A thick carbon foil. Only moderate use

of the reduction of multiple scattering by momentum conservation was made in

this case. 20% of all events were found within the mass windows of Am « -±0 .15
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amu for the protons and Am » -±0 .1 amu for the carbon ion. Results shown in

Fig. 7 are for a reconstructed charge state of V for the carbon. The

resolution of ~5% to ~6% is the single event resolution, the mean values can

be obtained with a much higher accuracy. This finally leads to a resolution

of A9 ~5° and Ar/r ~10% for the bond-angle and -lengths, respectively.

7* OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental arrangement discussed above will be used to investigate

the structure of 3- to 5-atorn molecular ions, paying special attention to the

correlated variations of bond-lengths and -angles of highly excited species.

Due to the high density of states in those ccses, classical spectroscopic

methods either fail or are extremely difficult to apply [9]. Furthermore, we

plan to analyze molecular fragments produced b/ laser-induced unimolecular

reactions of beam ions or neutralized molecules.

Besides the field of molecular structures the MUPPATS-detector holds

great promise for many other fields e.g. the study of nuclear reactions or

atomic processes induced by energetic ion-atom collisions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement at Argonne's 4 .5-W

Dynamltron acce l era tor .

Fig. 2 . Schematic view of the Coulomb explosion of HeH"1" (2a) and ths observed

ring pattern for H+ (2b) [ 1 ] ,

Fig . 3 . Arrangements of e lectrodes in the MUPPATS-detector and s ignal-readout

and -processing scheme (see t e x t ) .

F ig . 4 . Detector-wires responding to a two proton event resu l t ing from the

Coulomb explos ion of 1.5-MeV Ĥ  *n a carbon f o i l (wire-readout

spacing - 2mm).

Fig . 5 . Signal forms measured at the output of a delay l ine for a 2-protun

event due to the Coulomb explosion of 3-MeV HX in a carbon f o i l . Ax

denotes the distance between the two protons perpendicular to Che

w i r e s .

F ig . 6 . Mult ip le-scat ter ing d i s tr ibut ion of oxygen ions a f t e r the Coulomb

explosion of 3.5-MeV H20+ in a 100A thick carbon f o i l , a) the

or ig ina l d i s t r ibut ion used in a Monte Carlo s imulation, b)

reconstructed d i s t r ibut ion a f t er s e l e c t i n g events for which the

calculated masses (eq. 3) deviated l e s s than 0.1 amu from the

fragment masses.
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Fig. 7. Spectra of relative Ion velocities between C*+ and the two protons

obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation of the Coulomb explosion of

3.5-MeV CH£ incident on a 100A carbon foil.
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